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Mixture of styles reigns as retailers seek
to break down barriers : Manhattan's
design shops embrace fashion
By JACKIE COOPERMAN and INTERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE MARCH 11, 2002

NEW YORK— Manhattan design shops, long indifferent to matters sartorial, are

revealing a new affinity for fashion, finding relevance in mini Italian coats serving as

water bottle carriers, haute couture gowns inspired by Harley Davidson motorcycles,

and lingerie flecked with images of Studebakers, produced by high-tech Russian

cameras. Fashion and design, often separated, are learning to coexist.

"Something is definitely stirring again," says Jane Thompson, president of the

Thompson Design Group and a former partner of the celebrated store Design

Research in Cambridge, Massachusetts. "This kind of blurring caught on in the '60s

and early '70s. It was blown off in the aftermath of war, assassination, and the

anonymous black and gray worn by recent generations. I don't think design blurring

comes from industry or from fashion houses. It comes from individual

comprehensive designers, boutique design houses and especially retailers."

Indeed, shops that once might have specialized exclusively in furniture and

home products are presenting clothing and accessories, and promoting the idea that

fashion — as much as a sofa or a set of flatware — be interpreted as part of a well-

designed life.

From SoHo, where The Apartment offers a finely edited assortment of furniture

and clothes for the young and urban, to the Upper East Side, where Clearly First



sells Arne Jacobsen chairs and haute couture chemises, mixing reigns. On 56th
Street, Felissimo Design House, formerly a Japanese home store and tea room, has
reinvented itself as a gallery for product, furniture and fashion design.

"We want to break down barriers, to focus on life design," says Kazuaki
Komura, Felissimo's chief operating officer. Headquartered in a 1901 neo-Georgian
townhouse off Fifth Avenue, Felissimo has enlisted the fashion designer Maurizio
Galante to curate the five-story exhibition space.

A recent show featured "hostess dresses" by Roberto Capucci, Angela Missoni and
Manuela Castiglioni from Marni. Their assignment: to dress an egg-shaped cushion,
created by Baleri Italia, and make a matching dress. In its gift shop, Felissimo sells
"Munidees" — insulated water-bottle carriers in denim, terry cloth and fake fur.
Galante and a team of Japanese designers created them, and the fashion designer
Todd Oldham is designing the next one.

Felissimo's current exhibition, "Continuous Connection," the second part of a
UNESCO-sponsored competition for designers under 35, includes some clothes
more intellectual than marketable. Among them: a cotton and plastic T-shirt, with
markers, by Kai von Ahlefeld called "The Living Message Board (I Am Whom I
Haunt)," and a Japanese maternity dress with detachable skirt for the baby. More
accessible creations include Aung Thu Ya Maung's dress "United Emotion," whose
interlocking leather flowers would seem at home on a Milan runway. Shoes by the
Senegalese designer Aicha Aidara, inspired by African masks, recall, in their bold
heel, Vivienne Westwood. There are whimsical Finnish purses, and French rings
using miniature vases to hold flowers real or synthetic.

Felissimo is more a cerebral showcase than a store, but retailers are selling a
similar philosophy.

"The Apartment isn't a fashion place; it's not a design place; it's not a
restaurant. It's none of the above and all of the above," says Stefan Boublil, 32, a
former film writer who co-founded the store with his girlfriend, Gina Alvarez, 31, a
former marketing executive. Sphinxian pronouncements aside, the shop's have-it-all
premise appeals to the professional 30-something women who are its main
customers.



"People who buy a unit like this," Boublil says, pointing to Martijn Prins's

interlocking series of shelves rendered in plastic, "will not buy J. Crew."

What they will buy are raspberry wool coats with elegant leather details at the

waist by the New York designer Tibi. The Apartment carries Trash-a-Porter, a

tongue-in-cheek line by the Brooklyn-based, Argentine designer Grippo who makes

refined, slim evening coats and finely textured knits. It also sells Lomography, by the

Russian makers of the Lomo camera, known for its high contrast, vividly colored

images. Lomography applies pictures to stretch materials, covering T-shirts, bras

and panties with cars, trees and the faces of strangers. Next season The Apartment

will add clothes by Alice Roi, Polish and Stephane Plassier's men's collection.

When the store opened in July 1999, 10 percent of its inventory was fashion, the

rest furniture and home products. Today, it's nearly a quarter fashion, and The

Apartment has held four fashion shows.

Boublil has talked to Philippe Starck, who lives in the neighborhood, about

developing a small product line for The Apartment, whose furniture — like its

fashion — melds high quality materials with a dollop of irreverence. There are

spherical, Ron Arad-designed bookshelves in aluminum; desks by the Dutch

designer Richard Hutten; a lacquered wood and steel suspended chair and drink

holder by Reso Diversion.

Although new for New York, The Apartment's approach is not entirely original,

says Paola Antonelli, the architecture and design curator at the Museum of Modern

Art.

"Mixing fashion and design is very organic and as old as the world. There's a

continuity from graphic design to clothing design to architecture," says Antonelli,

who left her native Milan for Manhattan eight years ago. "But fashion and design

have been kept separate in the years I've been in New York. In Europe, it's much

more organic." Stores like Colette in Paris and Corso Como 10 in Milan are known

for melding fashion and other design categories, but focus primarily on clothes.

Boublil, a Parisian who moved to Manhattan in 1990, says that New York allows

him more latitude. "It's serious business in Europe. Here it's more fun, more



spontaneous," he says. "A lot of what happens here is following trends from Europe
or other places. Being a follower is not great when you want to create something
new, but since we come after, we can take the best of everything."

Helene Hellsten, the CEO of Clearly First, a distinctly luxe, predominantly
Scandinavian boutique, agrees.

"New York is the market where you can realize the mix of old and new," says
Hellsten, who opened Clearly First last December. "Tokyo is the only other place."

The upscale Madison Avenue shop's limited-edition Arne Jacobsen Egg chairs,
upholstered in sheered nutria, cost $34,500. Rabbit wrap jackets, by the Danish fur
company Christensen, come in patchwork and fanciful shades like mint. Couture
dresses, by Lars Willin, the designer for Sweden's royal family, include a riff on a
Harley Davidson, with a sweeping train of black tulle, a sassy sequin-studded black
belt and matching silk bodice. For men wishing to flout convention, there are shirts
in sheer black chiffon with beaded sleeves.

Hellsten also stocks Marc Newson humidors; 17th-century Swedish marble and
copper candle holders, and fabrics by Josef Frank, a Jewish designer who left his
native Vienna for Sweden in 1933. A fruit and vine-speckled Frank tablecloth
suggesting tropicalia run amok is, Hellsten says, "perfect for the Hamptons." She
adds, "and you could have the perfect dress to go with this, or we could design the
perfect kitchen."

This new, holistic, fashion-meets-design approach is reminiscent, Thompson
says, of the 1960s, when she and her husband introduced Marimekko's lively,
Finnish fabrics to America.

"One breakthrough perception tends to penetrate others. Fashion turns into
decorator colors, and into home products, and probably into cars," Thompson says.
"How will it play [with this generation]? I don't know, but invention has a way."

Jackie Cooperman is a writer based in New York.
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